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LITHIUM-DRIFTED GERMANIUM COUNTERS 

J. Blok and D. A. Shirley 

Department of Chemistry anu Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California . . · 
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·october 1964 

We have used_recently-developed lithiu~t drifted germanium gamma-ray 
rj . . 

detectors , to study the spectrum from the ~ec~~y of the 155-day 'isomer of 

Lul77. This isomer has been shown to be a three quasi-particle state of an 

odd proton and an uncoupled neutron pair which gives rise to the very high 

spin of: 23/22 ' 3 ~. : · '.. ·. 

Quite thorough studies have been made ':.:f the . decay scheme of 155-day . ·. 

Lu177 _2 i·~ ~ ~ The isomer was shown to decay p11rt.ly by isomeric transition to ' . 

. + 177 ' 
high-lying levels of the K == 7/2 ( 404] rotati:)::J.al band of Lu · and partly 

by 13- decay to corresponding three 9-uasi-parti:::le states in Hfl77. Alexander, 

et al. 2 ) were able 'to confirm all the levels. o:•: the Lu1 TT rotational band up 

to spin 17/2 and all the members of the two Hf::.n rotattonal bands up to spini-. ." . 

21/2 except for the spin 19/2 level of the ~ = 7/2- [5ll~] band. The decay 

scheme is shown in Fig. l. 

We feel that ~his ~ecay is a particularly :~mportant one for nuclear 
. . 

structure theory, involvir•d as it does. up to eigh-~ members of a rotational. 

band in Hf
177, and it see~t:!1:l worthwhile to ~onfir::L the proposed l~vel scheme~· 

' \ ' ' . 
independently-by definitive ?oincidence measurem~nts and high-sensi~ivity 

. ··. . 

gamma-ray s~ectroscopy usin~:the newly-develo~ed gamma-ray counters. In 

particular wt=:· ... rere interesteq in ftlling the gHJ? iri the 7/2- [514] band, in 

which there· vnc; no experimental evttience forth.; ·19/2 state. 
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A sample of 155-day Lu177 was prepared,by irradiating natural lutetium 

14 
metal for one 41-day cycle with a neutron flux·of 5 X 10 in the ETR reactor 

at Area, Idaho. After a waiting period of several months to permit the 7-day 

isomer to decay, the sample was dissolved and separated from long-lived acti-

vi ties. of all other elements by means of an ior..-exchange procedure. 

The' Ge(Li) counters which were used to obtain the spectra ~easured 

1 cm.:X 2 em. in sensitive area and 6 mm. in dEpt!f. They were produced at this 

laboratory, as were the associated prerunplifiers, amplifiers, and coincidence 

circuitry. The gamma-ray absorption ef_'ficiency of the counters was such that 

sources· cf less than one millicurie gave reasor..able coun··::'.ng rates, enabling 

us to obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 in about two de.ys. . . . 
\ 

·In Fig. 2 we show a. g~~ray spectrum of 155-day Lu177 obtained with 

the Ge(Li) counter. 
. 2) 

Comparison with the bent-c.rystal data shows that, al-

though not as good for low energies, the resoh.tion of t::1e Ge(Li) counter ex;_ 

eels that of the bent-crystal spectrometer for energies above about 300 keV. 

In two other respects the Ge(Li) counters are far superi•:>r to a bent-crystal 

spectrometer for these reasonably high energie·s. F~rst, the efficiency is . . . ' . . 

far higher; our experiments were done with sources of le3s than one~millicurie. 

Secondly, tpe signal-to-noie,e. ratio is very high for Ge(:Gi) counters, since 

there is l;l.ttle background c:.+e to tncoherent scattering. 

scale. 

et al. 

.missing 

In Fig. 3 we snow a spectrumof the region arouni 420 keV on an expanded 

One observes a peak a·; abo4-t 426 keV which was not seen by Alexander, 

Thia peak fits- energe·;:.cally as the cros::~-over transition between the 
. ·_ ·_· '. . ; . ;, .·- . . . . • - 177 

19/2 level and the 15/~~ level in the K = 7/2 band of Hf _ • To 

, establish the.". this 426 keV gmrna ray. actually yas the 19/2 to 15/2 transition; 

we used two Ge(Li) counters ano. obtained a spec~:-:um which was in coincidence 
.• < '. .. ' 

with D~E! to the low· effi~:.i!::1cy of ·'jhe Ge(Li) counters, 
. . \ . 

,i. 
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gamma rays could be seen. Peaks were observed in the coincidence spectrum at 

113, 136, 249 and 341 keV and the other prominent peaks of the singles spectrum 

were either sharj;lly reduced in intensity or elE;e were com_9letely missing, as 

shown in Fig. 4. Thus the 426 keV gamma ray must certainly come from the 19/2 

. . - 1''7 
to 15/2 transition in the K = 7/2 band of Hf . A careful search was made 

for the t.r&nsitions which must feed the 19/2 level, namely the 21i2 to 19/2 

cascade of about 243 keV or the 21/2 to 19/2 interband transition'of about 284 

keV. Neither peak could be found; the former because of the high Compton 

background in the low energy region, and the latter becau.se resolution from 

the intense 281 keV peak was impossible. Even without ttis final proof, 

however 1 tqe posi tiop of the 19/2 level appear:.> to be well established. 

As an .additional independent check ~f ·;he decay scheme of Alexander, 
. . 

et al. we measured ... the spectr5: in coincidence ·.vith'the 105, 413, and 418 keV 

transitions. Promipent peaks were again prese·:J.t or absent. in agreement with 

the above decay scheme. 

•. 

We conclude that tho proposed decay sc~1.eme is confirmed in detail by the 

gamma-ray spectra and the ~oincidence work wi t~1. Ge(Li) ·counters, and in parti':"_ 

cular that the 426 keV gann1a ray is present, thus establishing the 19/2 membe~ 

of the 7/2-._ [514] band. T1.nse measurements indicate the power of the Ge(Li) 

counter:; for gamma ra:r spe.:::·;:roscopy. Accurate intensity determinations and 
. l 

·nuclear orientation measQ.reH!ents with 155-day VJ177 are anderway. · 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

level of the K = 7/2- [514] band and its 

. I 
We have ecdded the~ 19/2 

associatecL gamma ray. Energies 

Fig. 1. Decay scheme of Lu177 taken from Ref. 2. 

of gamma rays above 318 keV are ours! Gli!lllla rays observe.d in this 

work are underlined. 

Fig. 2. Gamma ray spectrum of 155-day Lu177 w:!.th Ge(Li) detectors. The peaks 

are identified by their energy in keV, 

Fig. }.· Detail of 155-day Lu177 gamma ray spectr;m showing the 426 keV trans1 .. 
-· 

tion, The experimental points are ind~c: :.ted as filled circles. 

Fig. 4. qeunma ray spectrum of 155-day Lu177 in c:,incidenc.e. with the 426 keV 
i 

transition. Some of:_.the p~aks in coinci:~ence with the 418 keV peak 
···-. 

:··.; ,: . a:re :aJ.so present-; (weakly), since a small amount· _of the 418 .keV peak 

waa accepted through the gate. Coi.nct-de:.ce of the 113 with the 426 

keV peak 'was determined in a separate ru.:t. 
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